YouTube® Tutorial

This tutorial will show you how to create child pages. Follow the instructions to complete Assignment 9h: YouTube®.

Getting Started

As you know, YouTube.com® has become the primary community warehouse for video resources. Suppose you were interested in creating a series of videos regarding your business and you wanted to make them available through your website. But you did not want to actually host them on your website. You will need to install the videos on YouTube® and then provide a link to them from your website pages.
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Figure 1 WordPress

1. Go to the following link:

   [YouTube Embed Plugin](#)

   - Download the software – from the Plugin Directory
   - Upload the software – to your website
   - Activate the Plugin
   - Open a new blog post on your Blog page

For your title use the following:
2. Click on the following link and copy the URL from the address bar:
   
   How to Use WordPress (1 of 7) – Introduction

3. Next, in the text area of your post copy and paste that URL:

   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9OhG7Wx1CY&feature=c4-overview-vl&list=PLCAC66DEEFFEDD36E

4. Finally, open another tab or window to your website, click on your Blog page, and you should see and be able to play the video.

   Please note that browsers can sometimes have difficulty displaying content. If you are using one browser and it does not appear to work, try a different browser. Yes, they should all work the same, but they don’t.

5. To complete this assignment, post two (2) additional How To Use WordPress videos by Bluehost.com on your Blog page.

   **Turn in:** A screen print of your Blog page showing your posted videos.